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The Digital Pathology Association (DPA) is a not-for-profit
organization comprised of pathologists, scientists, technologists and
representatives from industry that focus on developing education
and awareness of digital pathology applications in healthcare, life
sciences and artificial intelligence

DIGITAL PATHOLOGY ASSOCIATION MISSION



Advance digital pathology by bringing clarity to the regulatory
pathway for digital pathology including its evolution and creating
awareness thereof and working towards the development and
adoption of standards as well as promoting interoperability in digital
pathology for clinical use

Regulatory and Standards Taskforce



Creating clarity on AI, interoperability and regulatory pathways

Regulatory and Standards are closely connected
DPA has expanded scope to address both

STANDARDS Goals 2019:
• Create clarity on interoperability in DP using DICOM

• Actively engaged in Connectathons
• Inform community about standardization

• DICOM paper publication

REGULATORY Goals 2019:
• Create clarity on AI regulatory pathway

• DPA FDA meetings
• Inform community about regulatory status

• CPATH paper publication

REGULATORY & STANDARDS T ASK FORCE 



BACKGROUND
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• Adoption of AI by DP could help 
accelerate the adoption of DP in both 
histopathology and cytopathology

• There are three categories of basic use: 
quantification, classification, and 
localization. 

• AI could be beneficial, more accurate, 
more precise, and aid the pathologists in 
multiple ways.

• Discuss the regulatory pathway for image 
analysis applications for digital pathology 
products based on artificial intelligence. 

FDA DPA information meeting

Discussion items:
• IVD labeled scanner
• File format
• DICOM
• Standardized slide set
• Clinical Use – stand alone
• Compare to radiology
• Significant change
• GMLP

AI position paper



Can we define general principles?
• How to evaluate AIs and algorithms in an initial standard, and how 

to conduct testing to this standard to determine what would be a 
”substantial change" to an AI?

• How much can be borrowed from the radiology regulatory area to 
use for regulation of AI in DP?

• How to assess risk with AI in DP device?
• What kinds of studies are needed to substantiate the claims that 

will be made?

Questions to be addressed



DPA is especially interested in regulatory pathway, MDDTs and would like 
to explore if a mock submission could support clarity in the regulatory 
pathway? 
• Memorandum

– Objectives and goals
– Efficient way of working

• Scope the mock
– Who will be deciding on the scope
– What will be the decision criteria for the scope: Low hanging fruit, majority vote , 

risk driven, and examples of scoping are file formats, stains, agnostic, 
interoperability,…

Opportunities


